Introduction

VSoft Technologies - an unit of VSoft Inc., is a Software company located in the heart of temple city Udupi, in the coastal Karnataka of India. VSoft is specialized in the field of software development and web solutions as per the client’s requirement. The company with an enthusiasm and commitment of a young team of computer professionals resulted in the formation of VSoft Technologies. In 2001, VSoft Technologies with it’s main objectives including innovating state-of-the-art products and quality services in the field of Information Technology, started devising it’s path for IT sectors. Its core competency is software development and support services and e-commerce solutions.

VSoft Technologies is dedicated towards the development of customized software for various organizations, endeavouring its operations towards architecting innovative products, engineering projects and delivering outstanding results. It provides clients with experience, leadership and cost effective resources demanded for their vision of the future. It is the policy of VSoft Technologies to develop, produce and deliver products and services which consistently confirm to or exceed customer requirements. VSoft’s commitment is to provide cutting edge technology combined with a sincere desire to serve it’s clients and produce the highest quality products attainable.

Products:

VS Constituency Development Tracker 5.0.0

This application has been designed and developed especially for State Government Ministers. A easy to understand and user-friendly interface for a rapid work progress.

Some of the Application highlights include,

- Entry of a constituency information organized in a complete “landscape coverage” fashion.
- Ability for perfect management of constituency projects with crystal clear record maintenance.
- Printing options specially designed for ministers in their perspective while attending official or Governmental meetings.

- Available in English as well as Kannada language meeting the standards of using “Nudi 3.0”, - Karnataka Government approved Kannada script.

Option for further customization, upgrading, development in various other Indian languages as per needs

VS Rubber Society Assistant 4.0.0

The unique feature is, this application is specially designed and developed for rubber Co-operative societies where the normal banking operations and rubber real-time business transactions are managed with ease. The application intelligently manages both the banking with Stock and Inventory in a fully automated environment.

Some of the various Key features include,

- Entry and complete maintenance of bank accounts till generation of supporting reports including balance sheet for later auditing comparisons.
- Customized/formatted report printouts complying with Rubber Board standards for submissions at a certain frequency of period.
- Also available in Kannada language, with Karnataka Government approved Kannada script “Nudi 3.0”, specially for Societies in Karnataka state to meet the user friendliness in an swift period.

Option for further customization, upgrading as per needs
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